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Hair and body wash
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We are super thrilled about the Epoch Baby Hibiscus Hair and Body Wash!  
Why? Because the smell is fantastic. The skin feels so soft and smooth  
after using it. No more cradle cap and flaky skin. We would definitely  

recommend this product, 100%.

 Elvisa Batic, from Salzburg, Brand Affiliate

 We are in love with the Epoch Baby Hibiscus Hair and Body Wash because  
this product is suitable for our children’s sensitive skin. Also, it smells so good  

you just want to cuddle your children all day long!

Tamara Hofer, from Thannhausen, Brand Partner

Using Epoch Baby is great for the delicate skin of our children. It is exceptional 
compared to other products on the market. We love its hibiscus fragrance and 

how it gently cleans the body and hair of our children. In addition, it is also practical 
to use as the foam comes directly from the pump. Every family should have this 

product at home.

 Daniela, from Bratislava, Executive Brand Director

This product is ideal for my son. It smells great, cleans really well, and he can play 
with the foam without worrying about irritating his eyes or skin. 

Mayte, from Madrid, Executive Brand Director
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Parenthood is full of amazing moments, but there’s nothing 
quite like bath time for building that special bond. It’s a timeless 

tradition in cultures all over the world, passed down from 
generation to generation as an act of love and tenderness.  

Epoch Baby Hibiscus Hair and Body Wash is designed with that 
tenderness in mind. Inspired by the rituals of Southeast Asia, its 

tear-free formula is infused with an extract of hibiscus flower, and 
gently soothes, cleanses and moisturises body and scalp, making 

sure those wonderful bath time moments are extra special for 
both you and your little one alike. 

#EpochBaby

I have been using the product for almost 2 years. I love its delicate fragrance, 
gentleness and efficiency. Thanks to this product, my daughter’s skin is in very good 

condition. I also noticed that it doesn’t dry her skin.

Anna, from Warsaw, Senior Brand Partner

 Why do I love it? Because since my children started using it, their skin look great.  
It smells beautiful, and my children love it. 

Monika, from Piła, Senior Brand Director

We have been using Epoch Baby since my daughter was a couple months old. It is 
very gentle on the skin and smells amazing! Washing her hair is not a problem as it 
is truly tearless, it doesn’t irritate her eyes at all if there is accidental contact! It was 

obvious that we should use this baby bath for my son too! Now they have great fun 
at bath time together pouring water at each other with the cup of the baby bath!

    Ágnes, from Győr, Emerald

I have carefully chosen a baby shampoo that leaves the skin soft and delicate. 
Epoch Baby Hibiscus Hair and Body Wash convinced me that it is a wonderful 

shampoo. I got rid of the baby’s peel, it cleans very well and we like the smell of the 
hibiscus. Robert, my eldest son is excited about this shampoo because it comes out 

as a foam and he can wash himself. 
We love this shampoo. Happy kids and satisfied mum.

 Roberta, from Bistri, Senior Brand Director


